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The Ernitec ECB267 sets a new standard for high resolution TV Lines. It is designed to show 
extreme image detail. Images are sharp even in low light conditions. ICR Day/Night, Wide 
Dynamic Range, Motion Detection and digital day/night modes ensure that you do not miss 
a thing. This camera is ideal for places where maximum image quality is vital such as banks 
and stores.  
 
Our breakthrough Lumii III technology captures more accurate and reliable images for 
identification. Lumii III helps the camera show exceptionally detailed images at 700 TV lines 
of resolution. Advanced noise reduction and increased sensitivity in light as low as 0.005 Lux 
allow for ultra high resolution images without blur.  
 
Noise reduction is a powerful method for reducing image noise that produces extremely 
clear images even in very dim lighting conditions. Noise reduction cuts image size, reducing 
storage-space requirements and back-end costs.  
 
Wide dynamic range optimizes an image to ensure that dark areas are more visible while 
retaining detail in bright areas. WDR is ideal for scenes where objects are difficult to 
recognize due to severe backlight or shadows. Places like bank entrances tend to be under lit 
or over lit. A typical camera would produce an image where a person in the dark area could 
hardly be recognized, whereas WDR cameras produce clear details not only of the person in 
the foreground but also of the background.  
 
Infrared illumination is crucial in surveillance camera applications. TheECB267 incorporates a 
mechanical ICR filter function that guarantees perfect pictures no matter the light level. 
Objects are lit uniformly to deliver exceptional video quality in low light conditions. Images 
are clearer and brighter while image noise is reduced.  
 
Get detailed pictures in any light. High Light Compensation automatically finds the best 
conditions to obtain a quality image even in high contrast lighting areas such as doorways. 
Highlight Compensation eliminates bright spots in pictures, such as headlights, to provide 
images that were once difficult to see.  
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ECB267 series  
1/3” High resolution D/N WDR camera 
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